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The macro-control has helped China to overcome the economic fluctuation and 
smoothed the business cycle at a moderately high altitude since 1993. Nevertheless, as 
China increasingly integrates into the global economy, the economic fluctuation in 
China began to expand again in recent years. Thus, a question emerged: could the 
demand management policies effective allay economic fluctuation in China under the 
condition of opening-up? 
Hence, this dissertation focuses on the economic fluctuation in China. Firstly, this 
article does a sensitivity analysis on smoothing parameter of H-P filter that commonly 
used in dealing with macroeconomic data, so as to make the value of smoothing 
parameter coincide with the business cycle characteristics in China. Then, this thesis 
studies the variability and co-movement characteristics of cyclical data deriving from 
each macroeconomic variable after filtering, and compares the volatility of economic 
fluctuation with other countries. The result suggests that the stylized facts of 
economic fluctuation in China are consistent with existing theory in principle, but the 
extent is more severe. Then comes up a doubt: what led to the substantial economic 
fluctuate in China? Therefore, this paper applies variance decomposition to analysis 
the importance of different shocks that emphasized in various economic cycle theories. 
The result indicates that the contribution rate of supply shocks to economic 
fluctuations in China is high. On the purpose of verifying that conclusion, this thesis 
then establishes a new Keynesian model under the analytical framework of dynamic 
stochastic general equilibrium model to study the impact of different shocks on 
endogenous variables. By this means, this paper evaluates and finds out the major 
sources of economic fluctuations in China. Furthermore, this paper also pay attention 
to international commodity price and crude oil market, and develops a SVAR model 
to analysis the effect of external supply shocks on economic fluctuation in China. 














have a significant impact on the economic fluctuation in China, which means the 
demand management will not effectively smooth the volatility drive by supply shocks, 
and highlights the importance of supply management policies. After that, this paper 
also attempts to simulate the effect of supply management policy; the impulse 
response analysis on labor and capital income taxes confirms their effectiveness in 
smoothing economic fluctuation. In the end, this paper builds an incomplete 
information dynamic game model to analysis the problem of supply management in 
China, and reveals the relation between local government behavior and regional 
industrial structure convergence. Based on all the results, this thesis proposes that 
macro-control should give priority to supply management and combine with demand 
management simultaneously, so as to regulate both long-term structure and short-term 
demand. 
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频繁的波动。从图 1.1 中可以看到，1984 年我国 GDP 增速曾达到 15.2%，而 1990

















“软着陆”。通货膨胀率从 1994 年的 24.1%下降到 1996 年的 8.3%，而经济增长
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虽然让通货膨胀率从 18.8%降到了 1990 年的 3.1%，但也使经济增长率从 11.3%
下跌到 3.8%。表明从 1993 年开始的宏观调控既抑制了通货膨胀，又保持了经济
的快速增长。之后，由于 1997 年爆发的东南亚金融危机在 1998 年逐步影响到我





通胀”时期，经济增长率连续五年超过 10%，至 2007 年达到 13%，是十年以来






上年增加了 1.1 个百分点，达到 5.9%的高位。并且，随着世界金融危机对中国的
影响越来越明显，2008 年上半年经济增长率开始回落，但价格水平却继续高攀。
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